
Cat

Curiosity killed the cat“    A euphemism for 'mind your ownbusiness.'”

Butterfl
y

Butterflies in the stomach

“    Everything's better with butter,

except – perhaps – flies. ”

Canary

Yellow canary

“    A vehicle ticket in Australia put on the

windshield when a car is deemed not to

be roadworthy. ” Canary
The cat that ate the canary
“    Conveys associations of guilt, mixed with self-satisfaction. An appearance ofhiding something (as in one's mouth).”

Canary

Sing like a canary

“    When a bird (prisoner) starts talking
to prosecutors, the exchange often
turns into a musical number.”

Canary

Canary in a coal mine

“    The canary plays the unenviable role
of oxygen meter in this miner drama. ”

Carp

Carp at / Carp about

“    The verb 'carp' derives from Old Norse
and Middle English. There's probably no 
link to the fish name which comes from
another root. Besides, the carp fish has
a small mouth and a quiet disposition.”

Cat

When the cat's away the mice
will play

“    This can be established using today's
motion triggered video surveillance
systems.”

Cat

There’s more than one way to skin
a cat

“    A violent expression! It stands to reason 
that there are many ways to skin all things
with skin, so it kind of states the obvious.”

Cat

The cat's pajamas

“    With all due respect to the British,

this just seems more delicate than 'the

dog's bollocks.' ”
Cat

The cat that got the cream
“    Don't cats always get the cream, oneway or another?”

Cat

She's the cat's meow

“    Is this something women say aboutwomen or do men say it too?”

Cat

She is the cat's mother

“    A rebuke hurled at someone who uses
'she' to refer to a woman. It's hard to
figure how it got connected with the
cat's mother.” Cat

Scaredy cat

“    Lack of fear may have been a

problem for the cat's extinct cousins.

Humans have made a pejorative idiom

out of traits that probably survived

because of natural selection.”

Cat

Pussy whipped

“    Trained by a feline dominatrix?”

Cat

Cat nap

“    How is it that cat naps are short

but cats are happy to sleep all day?”

Butterfly

Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee 

“    Beyond his impact in boxing, Muhammad
Ali enriched the English language with his 
pugilistic poetry.”

Cat

Cat fight

“    A fight among women. Naturally
a 'dog fight' is a fight among planes.”

Buzzard

Buzzard breath

“    Just what is it about buzzard breath
that makes it worthy of mention? Is it
the carrion diet? Poor flossing? Who
among us has observed this halitosis?”
Cat

A cat's lick

“    What you call a quick wash in Scotland.” Carp

Carpe diem

“    That's Italian for 'fish of the

day' in a fishy restaurant.”

Buzzard

Buzzard's luck

“    Bad luck. ”

Shrimp

To be a shrimp

“    Although 'shrimp' is a term for  
small stature, shrimp are fearsome
to the zooplankton they eat.”
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